
The idea of Reflexcell™ was conceived 15 years ago when the founder and managing director of  
Blizzard Survival, Derek Ryden, realized that outdoor enthusiasts and professionals needed something  
more effective than plastic bivvy bags and lighter than conventional sleeping bags. 

An engineer by profession, and today still an active mountaineer, Derek invented Reflexcell™, a super- 
lightweight material that provides unprecedented thermal performance in the most demanding conditions.  
He also designed and built the machinery and production processes that manufacture Reflexcell™ and convert it into Blizzard 
Survival products.

Now, following exhaustive in-house testing and trials performed by the US Army Institute of Surgical Research, the Blizzard 
Survival Blanket has been endorsed by the US Army Medical Center Directorate of Combat and Doctrine Development and is the 
only blanket used to train Army medics in the treatment of hypothermia.

Because Reflexcell™ is so different from any other material, many of the usual rules just don’t apply, so to get the most out of 
our products, please read these instructions carefully.

When Reflexcell™ products are packed in our factory, they are neatly folded and all air removed to give an exceptionally small 
package. Occasionally a small puncture in the outer packaging may occur, making the pack feel softer, and have a slightly more 
rounded appearance. This in no way affects the performance of the products, and should not be viewed as a problem.

If you are lying on the ground, providing extra insulation between the Reflexcell™ material and the ground will make you much 
warmer, for example a sleeping mat, a rucksack, or a pile of vegetation.

OPENING THE PACK

• Open the package by tearing at the red pre-cut slit at its base.

• Unroll the product to its full length. Stretch the product sideways, ensuring that all cells are fully stretched, both all the way 
around, and along the full length.

• After being stretched, the material may stay flat at first, but over a couple of minutes, the cells will fill with air. When 
stretching the material in the Blizzard Survival Jacket, treat the ends of the arm holes carefully, since they are the weakest 
part of the garment. Now get into the product carefully.

IN USE

• Reflexcell™ works best if all cells are full of air and none is squashed or flattened. To create cells of the perfect shape, tug 
the material lengthwise, then look to check that the material has gained a corrugated appearance.

• If the cells get flattened again during use, re-form them again by tugging. To avoid flattening the cells, try not to stretch the 
garment tightly in a sideways direction, for example, pulling the front tightly around you, so that the back becomes  
flattened.

AFTER USE

• Tug the garment lengthwise to re-form the pleats, then roll it up tightly (to avoid trapping air, start rolling at the foot in the 
case of a sleeping bag, start at the head in the case of the vest). Secure with a strap or string (or using the Blizzard Pouch, 
if available).

• When you get home, unpack the product, turn it inside out and leave in a warm place to dry for a few days before  
re-packing for future use.

• At home, you can use a vacuum cleaner to get your Blizzard Survival Bag back almost to its original packed size.

• Tug the bag lengthwise to make the pleats as neat as possible. Next, put a tea towel over the end of the hose of your  
vacuum cleaner. Insert this into the top of the bag, closing the bag around the pipe with your hands. Soon all the air will be 
removed, and if the bag is carefully rolled or folded from the foot end (easier with two people), it can be made extremely 
small.

• Alternatively, Blizzard offers a re-packing service for a small charge.
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